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Thinking of using unmanned aircraft  
for your business? 

To be on the cusp of the latest news and trends in this shifting 

industry, XPONENTIAL will provide you with:

 Increased knowledge about the future of UAS policy and    

    regulations to ensure you’re implementing the best solutions.

 Fresh perspective and insight when considering adding these  

    exciting capabilities to your business model.

 The latest technology you can’t find anywhere else. 

May 2-5, 2016  |  New Orleans

xponential.org  |  #auvsiXPO

AUVSI has been the industry’s go-to organization for over 

40 years — join us in celebrating our exponential future. 
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AN OVERVIEW OF COMMERCIAL OPERATIONS
In late May 2014, the Federal Aviation Administration began 
accepting petitions for exemption to operate unmanned aircraft 
systems commercially in the U.S. National Airspace System 
without an airworthiness certificate, which is allowed under 
Section 333 of the FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012. 

The agency approved the first set of commercial operators on 
Sept. 25, 2014 — six film and television production companies. 
Prior to this, the only commercial unmanned aircraft operations 
were approved through special airworthiness certificates, which 
require a lengthy process originally created for manned aircraft. 
The first certificates allowed for minimal UAS operations sup-
porting oil and gas activities off the Alaskan coast. 

In the first year after accepting exemption requests, the FAA had 
approved almost 500 out of about 1,500 petitions. The agency 
continues to approve about 50 new operations a week, a pro-
cess expedited by the FAA rolling out a summary grant process 
whereby similar petitions are batched and analyzed together 
rather than individually.

In February 2015, the FAA released its “Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking for Small UAS,” a set of rules that, once finalized, 
would govern the commercial drone industry for platforms up 
to 55 pounds. Until this set of rules is reviewed and completed, 
the Section 333 exemption process remains the most effective 
way for commercial entities to gain access to the airspace for 
UAS operations. 

An approved exemption request, however, does not mean 
that a company can necessarily take to the air. All operations 
are required to obtain a certificate of authorization (COA) 
from the FAA. In March 2015, the FAA announced that all 
Section 333 holders would receive a streamlined COA for 
operations under 200 feet for aircraft under 55 pounds and 
with other standard requirements such as maintaining visual 

line of sight and safe distances from airports. Requests for 
COAs beyond these operational parameters are usually filled 
in less than six months, according to the FAA.

For more information on applying for a Section 333 exemption 
and a COA, see AUVSI’s How to Fly Commercially: A Complete 
Guide for Section 333 Exemptions. 

The flexible and varied use of UAS for collecting data is vir-
tually unmatched among today’s technologies. The first 1,000 
commercial UAS operations approved support more than 25 
industries, including real estate, agriculture, construction, film 
and TV, utilities, oil and gas, newsgathering, and insurance. UAS 
provide all these industries a cost-effective way to support their 
operations and, in many cases, greatly improves safety over dan-
gerous legacy methods, including low-level aircraft operations 
or manual inspections.

EXEMPTION STORIES
UAS are often said to enable dull, dirty and dangerous oper-
ations. This can be especially true for their use in the utility 
industry, where they can be used to inspect equipment that is in 
remote areas or is difficult to reach.

For instance, San Diego Gas & Electric — which must inspect 
more than 26,000 miles of transmission and distribution 
power lines — has begun using small UAS to complete that 
work, which can be dangerous for people to conduct. Currently, 
linemen have to climb transmission towers to inspect some 
locations. Using a small unmanned aircraft allows the company 
to see the tops of poles and cross arms where damage can be 
hard to see from the ground.

Systems no bigger than 16 inches in diameter can relay live 
images of utility equipment back to a ground controller and 
can access areas of the company’s equipment that is difficult to 
reach any other way.

Are you a prospective drone user thinking of  
using an unmanned aircraft to bolster your business?  
This manual will help guide you as you consider adding the exciting capabilities an 

unmanned aircraft can provide to your business model. The information was drawn 

from AUVSI’s Unmanned Systems and Robotics Database, the most comprehensive 

and searchable robotics database in the industry. The platforms included in this guide 

comprise the most advanced UAS under 55 pounds and are exclusively manufactured 

by AUVSI member companies.
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They can also quicken the company’s response time in case of 
emergency, allowing the utility to shorten power outages after 
storms or other events. They even help protect the environment, 
as the utility can reduce its need for manned helicopters or 
using heavy machinery on roads.

Likewise, flare stacks play a key role in oil and natural gas 
production by burning off unusable gas at drilling rigs and 
refineries, but inspecting the flame-tipped towers for damage 
has traditionally been dangerous and difficult. Advocates of 
unmanned aircraft systems say the technology could make such 
inspections far safer and easier.

Flare stacks can stand several hundred feet tall and emit 
2,000-degree-Fahrenheit heat. Having inspectors climb flare 
stacks or nearby structures or elevating them with a sky lift is 
risky, and using manned helicopters can be cost-prohibitive. 

Small UAS offer a better option, according to operators and 
manufacturers. The unmanned vehicles keep people out 
of harm’s way and are relatively inexpensive and simple to 
operate. Their agility and compact size allow them to easily 
fly above and around flare stacks, potentially providing better 
views than other means. And flare stacks do not have to be shut 
down for UAS inspections. 

“Drone technology improves safety, reduces liability, increases 
accuracy, and saves time and money for our customers while 
allowing them to continue work as usual during the inspection 
process,” says Houston-based Total Safety U.S. Inc., one of sever-
al companies that plan to participate in the American UAS flare 
stack inspection market.

“The risk to an onboard pilot and crew during an incident or 
accident is eliminated with the use of a UA [unmanned aircraft] 
for the inspection operation,” the FAA wrote in its approval 
document for Total Safety. “In addition, utilizing UAS to conduct 
flare stack inspections will reduce the need for inspection per-
sonnel to perform this hazardous activity.”

The real estate industry is another eager user of unmanned 
aircraft, although one whose jobs tend to be less dangerous. 
Among the first 500 exemptions approved by the FAA, more 
than 150 went to Realtors.

Real estate operations generally only require the simple op-
erational profiles the FAA has, thus far, been able to approve. 
Low-level flights over private property don’t pose a threat to 
the airspace and lead to improved safety over manned opera-
tions in legacy use cases.

This imagery is an incredible tool for potential homeowners 
moving to a different city, buying a second home or trying to 
streamline the research process necessary to buy a new home. 
Many commercial properties or large parcels of land do not 
lend themselves well to traditional photography. Capturing 
the entirety of the plot will give a better representation of the 
property at hand.  

Being able to easily view the information obtained through the 
use of UAV technology will help better inform the consumer. 
Just as digital photography made it easier to create high-qual-
ity, affordable images, real estate practitioners look forward to 
using UAV technology to take their listings into the next level in 
technical creativity and quality. Many real estate professionals 
want to hire a professional who offers UAV photography ser-
vices, while some others are getting the FAA waivers and using 
the machines themselves. 

Although real estate usage significantly outpaced other uses 
overall in the first exemptions approved, there are state and re-
gional trends that favor other uses locally. For instance, the film 
and television industry is based in California, and that industry 
led the number of exemptions granted in that state. In fact, as 
noted above, film and television companies were the first to get 
exemptions at all.

IN THE MOVIES
A pulse-quickening sequence in a 2012 James Bond movie, 
“Skyfall,” which was shot in Istanbul, is one often-cited ex-
ample of effective aerial cinematography using a small UAS. 
Daniel Craig as 007 is shown from above and many other 
angles as he rides a motorcycle in a wild chase on the roofs of 
buildings, battles with a bad guy atop a speeding train, plunges 
off a cliff and is swept over a roaring waterfall. 

“Every day, moviemakers are increasingly leveraging the latest 
technologies to advance their craft,” says Lauren Reamy, direc-
tor of government affairs for the Motion Picture Association 
of America. “Using SUAS is an example of that, one in which 
audiences will continue to see scenes and shots we could only 
have imagined a few years ago.” 

The Motion Picture Association of America, which backed the 
first seven companies to get Section 333 exemptions, gener-
ates $111 billion in wages annually, many of them going to 
small companies, and it would like to bring some overseas UAS 
shoots back to the United States.

The demand for unmanned aerial cinematography has been 
“very strong,” says Treggon Owens, cofounder of Aerial Mob, but 
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U n m a n n e d  F l i g h t  S a f e t y  G u i d a n c e

W W W . K N O W B E F O R E Y O U F L Y . O R G

Founding Members Campaign Partner

Know Before You Fly provides you 

with the guidance you need to fly 

your UAS safely and responsibly. 

Vist our website or look for our 

printed safety materials in stores 

and with your product packaging  

to learn where and where not to fly.
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the time needed to gain clearance makes it a challenge to meet 
the demand. “The demand for the use of it is definitely outstrip-
ping our ability to get through the regulatory hurdles, but [FAA 
officials] are working on that very hard.”

ON THE FARM
Crop producers are increasingly providing digital data to man-
age crop production on a more precise field scale. UAS imagery 
for crop and livestock monitoring can provide an additional 
timely dataset to increase precision management practices for 
farmers and ranchers and simultaneously provide more effec-
tive safeguards for the natural environment.

UAS can provide timely, high-resolution imagery and a re-
al-time eye in the sky for agricultural producers to use to more 
precisely apply crop inputs, to validate past management deci-
sions and to adjust in-season practices.

UAS are safer, less expensive and timelier than manned air-
craft remote sensing. UAS operated in crop fields and livestock 
rangeland in rural fields under existing safety guidelines 
provide essentially no safety threat to people on the ground or 
manned aircraft. Additionally, manned aircraft operated in close 
proximity to crop and livestock operations are potentially more 
dangerous to the aircraft operator.

For example, Yamaha has demonstrated the utility of having its 
RMAX helicopter spray vineyards in California’s Napa Valley. It’s 
not competing against manned aircraft there but against ground 
tractors. It can do the job faster — tractors can travel only about 3 
mph, while the RMAX can move along at 12 to 15 mph. 

Even if manned aircraft were used in Napa, the RMAX would 
have some advantages. It can fly very low over the grapes, 
thereby minimizing fertilizer waste and runoff, and it’s more 
nimble and able to steer away from the houses and other struc-
tures that share the space with the vineyards. 

Although UAS are beginning to be a boon for farmers, regula-
tory limitations requiring line-of-sight and daytime operations 
may contribute to inhibited adoption. The FAA’s proposed rules 
for UAS would not allow for beyond-line-of-sight or nighttime 
operations, and no Section 333 petitions have yet been granted 
for these operations. Farmers have used autonomous tractors 
for over a decade, including overnight, to assist in operations — 
the same should be allowed for UAS in these rural areas. UAS 
can be used to manage many acres of land in a fraction of the 
time compared to on-foot scouting, including surveying 1,500 
acres of land in one hour at one-inch image resolution using a 
fixed-wing design.

Although these essential growth areas will be required for 
widespread successful UAS adoption across agriculture and 
other industries, there is very clearly a need for more research 
involving beyond-line-of-sight operations, nighttime opera-
tions, operations over congested areas, and, even further down 
the line, operations involving larger platforms and full-scale 
airspace integration. 

ON THE NEWS
CNN has been a pioneer in the use of unmanned aircraft, having 
used them overseas and now in the United States. The news 
agency has also partnered with the FAA on a new Pathfinder 
Program to investigate how to conduct newsgathering with UAS 
in populated areas.

In the United States, CNN has used small UAS to cover the 
anniversary of the Selma civil rights march and the Oklahoma 
federal building bombing, as well as breaking news like floods 
in Texas.

ArrowData recently flew a CineStar 8 HL unmanned aircraft for 
ABC7 (KGO) in San Francisco on July 9, 2015, and both Arrow-
Data and the TV station cannot be happier with the combined 
effort. The company integrated live unmanned aerial vehicle 
shots with numerous “hits” throughout the evening newscast. 

“We provided live shots of the demolition of historic Candle-
stick Park that is being transformed into a housing and office 
space development called Candlestick Point,” says ArrowData. 
“This was the first time a newscast in the Bay Area had used 
live UAV video to supplement its newscast. We also took numer-
ous weather shots live from the UAV. KGO developed a specific 
website for this effort allowing viewers to see the video from 
our aircraft at all times during the broadcast.

SAFETY FIRST
Although UAS operators have many more opportunities to fly 
than they have had in the past, safety is still a key concern. To 
educate both hobbyist users and those seeking to enter com-
mercial markets, AUVSI and the Academy of Model Aeronautics, 
along with their partner the FAA, created the Know Before You 
Fly safety campaign.

The campaign seeks to educate UAS users about the rules of the 
air through a variety of means, including an informative website, 
links to apps and other sites that can give up-to-the minute 
flight conditions, and material that can be placed in manufactur-
er’s boxes to educate consumers. To help educate yourself on the 
critical topic of safety, go to www.knowbeforeyoufly.org.
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Research spanning 

the academic, civil, 

commercial and military 

markets, including 

development status

Highly dynamic — 

new information is 

being captured and 

added daily

Details on over  

2,600 unmanned air vehicles, 

880 unmanned ground 

vehicles and 830 unmanned 

maritime vehicles

More than  

30 variables with 

over 100,000  

data points

AUVSI’S UNMANNED SYSTEMS 
AND ROBOTICS DATABASE 
brings you the world’s unmanned 

systems and robotics — past,  

present, and prototype — in a highly 

searchable and user-friendly database. 
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AEROVIRONMENT
www.avinc.com
United States

Information sourced from AUVSI’s Unmanned Systems and Robotics Database.

Puma AE Fixed Wing

Qube Rotary Wing

AERYON LABS, INC.
www.aeryon.com
Canada

Scout Rotary Wing

ALTAVIAN, INC.
www.altavian.com
United States

Nova F6500 Fixed Wing

Nova R8400 Rotary Wing

ALTUS UNMANNED AERIAL SOLUTIONS, LTD
www.altusuas.com
New Zealand

Altus Delta X-8 Rotary Wing

APPLEWHITE AERO
www.applewhiteaero.com
United States

Invenio Fixed Wing

MILO Fixed Wing

Oculus Fixed Wing

APPLIED RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC.
www.ara.com
United States

Nighthawk Fixed Wing

ARCTURUS
www.arcturus-uav.com
United States

JUMP 15 Fixed Wing

T-15e Fixed Wing

ASTAR TECHNOLOGY (SHENZHEN) CO., LTD
www.astarfly.com
China

ASTAR I6 Rotary Wing

Astar PRO Rotary Wing
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Information sourced from AUVSI’s Unmanned Systems and Robotics Database.

AVID, LLC
www.avidaerospace.com
United States

AVID EDF-8 Rotary Wing

BIHRLE APPLIED RESEARCH, INC.
www.bihrle.com
United States

Mantra Fixed Wing

C-ASTRAL, INC.
www.c-astral.com
Slovenia

Bramor C4EYE Fixed Wing

Bramor gEO Fixed Wing

CYPHY WORKS, INC.
www.cyphyworks.com
United States

CyPhy LVL 1 Rotary Wing

DESIGN INTELLIGENCE INCORPORATED, LLC
www.dii1.com
United States

Eturnas D Fixed Wing

DRAGANFLY INNOVATIONS, INC.
www.draganfly.com
Canada

Draganflyer Guardian Rotary Wing

Draganflyer X4-C Rotary Wing

Draganflyer X4-ES Rotary Wing

Draganflyer X4-P Rotary Wing

Draganflyer X6 Rotary Wing

Draganflyer X8 Rotary Wing

Tango Fixed Wing

DRAGONFLY PICTURES, INC.
www.dragonflypictures.com
United States

DP-16 Seagull Rotary Wing

DP-6XT Whisper Rotary Wing
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DRONE AVIATION CORP.
www.droneaviationcorp.com
United States

Information sourced from AUVSI’s Unmanned Systems and Robotics Database.

WATT-100 ETAP Rotary Wing

WATT-200 ETAP Rotary Wing

EMBENTION
www.embention.com
Spain

W200 Fixed Wing

W210 Fixed Wing

FALCON UAV
www.falconunmanned.com
United States

Falcon Hover Rotary Wing

Falcon UAV Fixed Wing

HITEC RCD USA
www.hitecrcd.com
United States

TwinStar II Fixed Wing

HORIZON HOBBY, INC.
www.horizonhobby.com
United States

BLADE 180 QX HD Rotary Wing

BLADE 200 QX Rotary Wing

BLADE 350 QX2 Rotary Wing

BLADE 250 QX2 AP Rotary Wing

BLADE 350 QX3 Rotary Wing

BLADE FPV Nano QX Rotary Wing

INSITU, INC.
www.insitu.com
United States

ScanEagle Fixed Wing

KAIZEN KINETICS INTERNATIONAL
www.guardianuavs.com
United States

Eye Rotary Wing

Guardian Rotary Wing
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Information sourced from AUVSI’s Unmanned Systems and Robotics Database.

KESPRY, INC.
www.kespry.com
United States

Kespry Rotary Wing

LEPTRON UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS
www.leptron.com
United States

Avenger Rotary Wing

RDASS 1000 Rotary Wing

LOCKHEED MARTIN CORP.
www.lockheedmartin.com
United States

Indago Rotary Wing

LOUISIANA TECH UNIVERSITY
www.latech.edu
United States

P9000 Rotary Wing

MARTIN UAV
www.martinuav.com
United States

Super Bat Fixed Wing

Super Bat DA-50 Fixed Wing

MICROPILOT
www.micropilot.com
Canada

MP-Trainer Fixed Wing

MP-Vision Fixed Wing

PRECISIONHAWK
www.precisionhawk.com
United States

HawkEye Lancaster Mk III Fixed Wing

NEAR EARTH AUTONOMY, INC.
www.nearearth.aero
United States

s1 Rotary Wing
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PULSE AEROSPACE, LLC
www.pulseaero.com
United States

Information sourced from AUVSI’s Unmanned Systems and Robotics Database.

PA-01 VAPOR Rotary Wing

s1 Vapor 55 Rotary Wing

RAYTHEON COMPANY
www.raytheon.com
United States

Silver Fox Fixed Wing

REFERENCE TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
www.referencetek.com
United States

HUMMINGBIRD Rotary Wing

RIEGL
www.riegl.com
Austria

RiCOPTER Rotary Wing

SELECTTECH GEOSPATIAL, LLC
www.sagmf.com
United States

EH-4 Rotary Wing

SENSEFLY
www.sensefly.com
Switzerland

eBee Fixed Wing

eBee Ag Fixed Wing

eBee RTK Fixed Wing

eXom Rotary Wing

Swinglet CAM Fixed Wing

SILENT FALCON UAS TECHNOLOGIES
www.SilentFalconUAS.com
United States

Silent Falcon Fixed Wing
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Information sourced from AUVSI’s Unmanned Systems and Robotics Database.

SKYCATCH
www.skycatch.com
United States

Skycatch Short Range  
Low Altitude

Rotary Wing

SWIFT ENGINEERING, INC.
www.swiftengineering.com
United States

X Blade Fixed, Rotary Wing

SZ DJI TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD
www.dji-innovations.com
China

Flame Wheel F330 Rotary Wing

Flame Wheel F450 Rotary Wing

Flame Wheel F550 Rotary Wing

Inspire 1 Rotary Wing

Matrice 100 Rotary Wing

Phantom 2 Rotary Wing

Phantom 2 Vision Rotary Wing

Phantom 2 Vision+ Rotary Wing

Phantom 3 Rotary Wing

Phantom FC40 Rotary Wing

Spreading Wings S1000 Rotary Wing

Spreading Wings S800 Rotary Wing

Spreading Wings S800 EVO Rotary Wing

Spreading Wings S900 Rotary Wing

TEKEVER
www.tekever.edu
Portugal

AR1 Blue Ray Fixed Wing

TRIMBLE
www.trimble.com
United States

UX5 Fixed Wing

UX5 HP Fixed Wing

X100 Fixed Wing

ZX5 Rotary Wing
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UAS EUROPE AB
www.uas-europe.se
Sweden

Information sourced from AUVSI’s Unmanned Systems and Robotics Database.

Spy Owl 100 Fixed Wing

Spy Owl 200 Fixed Wing

UASUSA
www.uasusa.com
United States

TEMPEST Fixed Wing

UAV FACTORY, LTD
www.uavfactory.com
Latvia

Penguin B Fixed Wing

Penguin BE Fixed Wing

Penguin C Fixed Wing

UAV SOLUTIONS, INC.
www.uav-solutions.com
United States

Phoenix 15 Rotary Wing

Phoenix 30 Rotary Wing

Phoenix 60 Rotary Wing

Talon 120 Fixed Wing

Talon 120LE Fixed Wing

UTC AEROSPACE SYSTEMS
wwwstg.utcaerospacesystems.com
United States

Optio Fixed Wing

Vireo Fixed Wing

VT GROUP
www.vt-group.com
United States

Vortex 900 Rotary Wing

XCRAFT
www.xcraft.io.
United States

X PlusOne Fixed, Rotary Wing
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For more information, visit auvsi.org/webinars.

AUVSI has a full line-up of webinar topics — aimed at the entire fast 
growing market of unmanned systems and featuring both commercial 
and civil applications.

Webinars are monthly and FREE to AUVSI members.
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EUROPE 2016
AUVSI’S UNMANNED SYSTEMS

REGISTER NOW at www.auvsi.org/use

March 22-23, 2016

Sheraton Brussels Hotel

INNOVATION  
    across borders
Europe’s premier commercial RPAS event features a renowned line-up 

of speakers representing civil and commercial operators, national and 

international regulators, industry experts, policy makers and more. Interactive 

discussions and presentations will focus on advancing commercial operations, 

facilitating airspace integration and growing the RPAS industry in Europe. 

Unmanned Systems Europe covers topics of interest to all unmanned 

systems users regardless of industry.


